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About This Game

Experience the thrill of retro racing on crazy tracks in the very first social racer – completely in the style of 8 and 16-bit
classics. Enjoy the reinterpretation of old-school gameplay in combination with perfect controls and the driving beats of unique

artist Bit Shifter!
Be creative: Race on self-designed tracks and share them with people all over the world! Countless level objects and a user-

friendly editor offer you virtually infinite possibilities to let your creativity run free.

Compete against friends and the highest ranking players and beat their times on original tracks and maps created by them! Fight
your way to the top of the global leaderboards!

Thanks to pick-up-and-play controls, you can jump right in and you'll soon be drifting through the bends and speeding along the
virtual tarmac like a pro!

FEATURES

A large selection of tracks and vehicles

Powerful level editor with countless objects and functions

Various control modes to suit everybody's style
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Fresh interpretation of the 8-bit/16-bit style racing games

Fantastic soundtrack by Bit Shifter
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Meh. If you like tower defence games, you'll probably like this. It's not the deepest game out there, but I got a few hours of
amusement out of it. I guess that's money well spent.. I love the music and artistic design, as they are very whimsical.

You play a mad dwarven mage, vexed by another of your kind who has had the audacity to blight your view with her or his
tower on the hill just over yonder.

 As your towers climb into the sky, you select kit to go into the rooms. This kit is either offensive or defensive in nature, and it
will be used in your feud with the other dwarf who has decided to block your view with her or his phallic symbol, thrust
erotically into the sky's tender loins. At some point, you begin casting spells, deploying rats and repairing your facility as your
feud becomes a fight to the death, ending only when one tower or the other is toppled.

This game might also be read as a paen for two-dimensional urban planning.

Fun little game.. Amazing adventure!!

Found all 14 statues!

Found 5 Orbs of 6.

Plenty of fun!!

Great, great game!!. This is the greatest Flight + Poop simulator of all time!. It's a Cheap fun game. It kinda looks like a
Internet Game called "Combat 3" that i played alot when i was a kid,the graphic is little bit bad-but the gameplay is good!

3.5/5. its ok/10 ign
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dont worry i never will. It's very nice to find a game that I can play on my phone... and then come home to continue my progress
on my PC. I played this all last summer, and really found it to be challenging, and yet fun. The cards really do have a sense of
power behind them... rare cards really are rare, and helpful, and choosing the right one when given the opportunity can actually
take almost an hours worth of deciding... so that you can build your perfect deck.

The turns are pretty simple, the tutorial TAKES OVER AN HOUR.... and yet gives you everything you need to know about
playing the game, and even some strategy tips. Suffice it to say, I do recommend this game. One of my more enjoyable
discoveries here on Steam and Android.. Great Homefront copy :D. Came for the Thicc grils, stayed for the grind.

No, I would say for $2 or so this was certainly worth it in terms of time spent - money.

I will also say with the content available, this is sadly a one and done type of game.
. Fun game but not challenging enough. Buy it when its on sale .. TML Studios. Should be called FML Studios.

I'll sum this game up in one sentence - Darksouls meets Surgeon Simulator but with a bus!

1/10 - If you're a casual gamer.

3/10 - If you're into driving Simulators.

9/10 - If you're into Sado-masicism and strapping car batteries up to your naughty places.. iubes2 is a unique little game - full of
character and intelligent ideas.

The presentation alone - the battlefield is a blocky landscape wrapped into the interior of a tube - is well worth it.

The game itself is a RTS at its heart, one fight usually takes only 10-25 minutes. The first characteristic is that you 'only' choose
where and when to build the buildings that provide you with housing, ressources and your warriors. You do not have direct
control of the units (workers and 4 different classes of fighters)...so you need to 'direct' the battle only via building placement.
Due to that a game is not a clickfest but focuses on strategy right away. Two well placed buildings have more impact on the
game than a lot of hurried clicks....

The second - and for me main - characteristic is that you play against humans...but offline. So you have the benefit of human
opponent (always more competent than an AI) - but you can play when you want without the hassle of a lobby or of having to
wait for someone to sign on, you can even pause a game. The way this works is that you play against the _moves_ (sequence and
location of siting buildings) a human made on the map you are currently fighting on. And since you fight against the last one to
win that map your opponents are _competent_.

There is even an emperor meta-map where players can take and hold territory, making it more of a personal fight since you do
not engage in a random match but take from or defend against named players, all with their own style of play.

So all in all iubes2 is perfect for a fast game and offers varying strategies to choose from (I had to adapt again and again as
playstyles evolved). But the best part is the combination of 'human opponent' and 'offline play'.

So go, have fun!. No Australian servers. I can surely say that 9D it's not for everyone.
The old timer had some great year and see it here on stream brings memories.
Clasic king fu with a special twist. Even now after 5 years that I spot playing 9D on a hard core style I can chill here.
. Dont buy it. The developers had a falling out and wont be working on fixing the gamebreaking bugs. was a fun game til the last
update they did caused bad bugs.
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